In 2020, Progress Lighting introduced DURASHIELD, a new durable material for outdoor lighting specially formulated to withstand the elements.

DURASHIELD by Progress Lighting is a material that is built to last. Constructed from a composite polymer with UV protection, DURASHIELD holds up even in the harshest weather conditions. This high-performance material has a 5-year warranty and is resistant to rust, corrosion, and fading.

Cardiff
Beckon family and friends home with the coastal glow of these post and wall lanterns. Clear seeded glass panes house candle slips in a timeless frame. Available in small and medium wall lantern and post lantern. Finishes: Antique Bronze and Textured Black.

Gables
The soft styling of Gables has a rounded silhouette that is enhanced by a quietly curving top and arch detailing. Available in medium and large wall lantern, post lantern and hanging lantern. Finish: Antique Bronze

Port Royal
Port Royal distills both industrial and artisan influences with its signature ribbed black frame. An elongated clear glass shade adds to the light fixture's modern flair. Available in small wall lantern and hanging lantern. Finish: Textured Black.

Benton Harbor
Expertly crafted with a casual, coastal style, Benton Harbor features a glass shade cradled inside an open-cage frame and is ideal for a seaside-living vibe. Available in small, medium and large wall lantern, hanging lantern and post lantern. Finish: Textured Black.

Marquette
Marquette offers a classic silhouette with a farmhouse flair. A beautiful water glass shade and traditional frame adds charming character. Available in small, medium and large wall lantern, hanging lantern and post lantern. Finish: Textured Black.

Grandbury
Partner timeless elegance with a pinch of coastal vibe with this wall lantern. The light fixture's clear glass panes allow the lantern to complement other farmhouse and coastal decor for an overall beautiful, and welcoming look. Available in small and medium wall lantern. Finish: Textured Black.

Seagrove
This coastal-inspired wall lantern has a cross-brace design adorning each side of the frame, adding an extra pinch of rustic character. Clear seeded glass panes provide charming diffused illumination. Available in small and medium wall lantern. Finish: Textured Black.

FOR MORE PRODUCT DETAILS, VISIT WWW.PROGRESSLIGHTING.COM